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Chapel 2.0: make next release Chapel 2.0 if it proves worthy, address issues if not
User Support: support key users and nurture new ones
GPU Support: via libraries; explore direct code generation for GPUs
Performance Improvements: improve speed and scalability
Compiler Improvements: improve compiler speed, modes, code architecture
LLVM back-end: enabled by default
Constrained Generics: enable for next release
Standard Modules: review and stabilize key interfaces
Nilability: improve ergonomics, orthogonality
Shasta, HPE Systems: continue improving support and performance

Top Priorities for Chapel 1.23
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Dogfooding: find more excuses to write Chapel ourselves
Array Initialization: fix to avoid default-init + assignment semantics
Point-of-Instantiation: fix surprising cases
Community Presence: switch to Discourse, improve website, launch blog
Import Statement: address remaining corner cases and bugs
Memory Leaks: get Chapel testing to leak-free state
Interoperability: continue to improve, particularly for Python
Mason: explore converting package modules to mason
Python3: remove any remaining reliance on Python 2

Other Priorities for Chapel 1.23
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FORWARD LOOKING 
STATEMENTS
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This presentation may contain forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties 
and assumptions. If the risks or uncertainties ever materialize or the assumptions prove 
incorrect, the results of Hewlett Packard Enterprise Company and its consolidated 
subsidiaries ("Hewlett Packard Enterprise") may differ materially from those expressed or 
implied by such forward-looking statements and assumptions. All statements other than 
statements of historical fact are statements that could be deemed forward-looking 
statements, including but not limited to any statements regarding the expected benefits and 
costs of the transaction contemplated by this presentation; the expected timing of the 
completion of the transaction; the ability of HPE, its subsidiaries and Cray to complete the 
transaction considering the various conditions to the transaction, some of which are outside 
the parties’ control, including those conditions related to regulatory approvals; projections of 
revenue, margins, expenses, net earnings, net earnings per share, cash flows, or other 
financial items; any statements concerning the expected development, performance, market 
share or competitive performance relating to products or services; any statements regarding 
current or future macroeconomic trends or events and the impact of those trends and events 
on Hewlett Packard Enterprise and its financial performance; any statements of expectation 
or belief; and any statements of assumptions underlying any of the foregoing. Risks, 
uncertainties and assumptions include the possibility that expected benefits of the transaction 
described in this presentation may not materialize as expected; that the transaction may not 
be timely completed, if at all; that, prior to the completion of the transaction, Cray’s business 
may not perform as expected due to transaction-related uncertainty or other factors; that the 
parties are unable to successfully implement integration strategies; the need to address the 
many challenges facing Hewlett Packard Enterprise's businesses; the competitive pressures 
faced by Hewlett Packard Enterprise's businesses; risks associated with executing Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise's strategy; the impact of macroeconomic and geopolitical trends and 
events; the development and transition of new products and services and the enhancement 
of existing products and services to meet customer needs and respond to emerging 
technological trends; and other risks that are described in our Fiscal Year 2018 Annual 
Report on Form 10-K, and that are otherwise described or updated from time to time in 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise's other filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, 
including but not limited to our subsequent Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q. Hewlett Packard 
Enterprise assumes no obligation and does not intend to update these forward-looking 
statements.
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